
Push: 2 players, 1 stick. Place other stick out of the way. Both

players grab stick and push.

Pull: 2 players, 1 stick. Both players with hands still on the stick

and Pull.

Lift Stick: Both players now with their sticks in hand. One player

places stick on ice while the other player tries to lift. Do not let it

off the ice.

Lift Stick switch: Switch to the other player with stick on the ice.

1 vs 1: Defender, place puck two feet behind you. 

 has to get by the defender and retrieve the

puck. If successful, give the puck back and repeat.

1 vs 1 switch players.

Stick Drop: Player stand 5-10 feet apart holding stick upright,

on whistle let go of stick and try to catch partners before it hits

the ground.

Key Points

Balance is key. To get into your Power Stance slightly bend your

knees.

Keep the middle of your body aligned to the middle of his when

doing the 1 on 1's.

Race to puck for 1v1 battle. Players start on whistle and must complete
full turn around any 3 tires before racing to the puck for battle. First to
touch the puck is on offense, second is defence. Play out until goal,
puck is covered, or defend obtains possession and skates puck out of
zone.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpFkBXI11uo&feature=youtu.be
Progressions:

For less skilled players have 1 player goes at a time with no battle

Change up turns- have players pivot, mohawk, etc.

Players don't have to do full circle around tires, encouraging

more decision making and �nding quickest route to puck

 
 

Key Points

Coaches limit instruction forcing athletes to make decisions. 

Proper turning technique: two feet on the ice, leading with stick

HCF 12U Week 14

Zone entries week 1- options, get puck on forehand, creativity

Free Play 3 mins

Push, Pull, Lift Stick, 1 vs 1 & Repeat 5 mins

The offensive player

Pick 3 8 mins



Can play with whatever number of players to make game work, 3v3,
4v2, 3v1 etc. Offensive team scores a point by hitting the tire with a
puck but cannot enter the circle. Defensive team is permitted in the
circle and tries to take away passing lanes and protect the tire.
Offensively the object of the game is to move the puck quickly around
the outside of the circle to open up passing lanes to hit the tire. 

Key Points

Fast puck movement and heads up play. 

Create passing lanes by moving on outside of the circle

Play 2v2 and change on the whistle every 45 seconds.
Progression: Playes can score on either net

Key Points

Can focus on changes and players need to tag teammates before

they can join play

Game time!

Two drills designed to introduce different options/ideas when
attacking the offensive zone with the puck. Tires and sticks can be
replaced by coaches to encourage different options based on reading
the play.
1v0- Progression of moves with possession of puck entering the zone
including: changing speeds, fake inside/outside, opening up, spin-o-
rama, toe drag, puck under stick/between D legs. Finish with shot on
goal and going to the net.
2v0- Series of 2v0/2v1s focusing on different moves entering the zone:
delay, scissors, drop passes, chip pass. Having a coach as dummy d on
this drill can help guide them to the different options.

Key Points

Encourage kids to get out of their comfort zones and be creative

Hit the Tire 8 mins

1v1/2v2 Tight Space 8 mins

Introduction to Zone Entries 8 mins



Set up lines just inside the blueline. Drill starts with a pass to the inside
player who is the dealer and makes a decision on how to attack coach
or where to place puck depending on pressure (chip to area- black, self
chip- green, chip back- blue).
 

Key Points

Objective is a series of 2v0s focusing on indirect passes, self-

chips and partner passes.

Communication

Three  start on D and three  start on offense.   start with a line
rush trying to score, play it out. If they do score they get a puck and
remain on offense. The   defend the entry and try to break the puck
out to their teammates (next 3  ) at the red line. Once defensive team
makes the pass to teammates they are done and new  are on offense
and attack.   that were on offense are now defense and defend the
rush. Drill is continuous.

Key Points

Drive wide and drive to net on attack. Create passing and

shooting lanes

Dealer's Choice 8 mins

Buffs 3v3 Zone Entry 10 mins
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